China and Russia, while the neighbors, the two countries, as the political system, economic development, cultural connotations, in different historical conditions in the educational system.

Most of the universities in China are 4 years old, and the individual schools are different from each other in the course of the past 5 years. China’s college entrance examination is very strict, known as the college entrance examination, many poor people’s children want to pass the college entrance examination admitted to a good university to change their poor status quo.
Chinese universities are also divided into good universities and poor universities, such as Tsinghua University and Peking University, which dates back to the Qing dynasty. The two universities in the profound image of the China makes many students to change their own destiny. There are a lot of good university, known as pheasant university. Only the name of the school, teachers and hardware devices do not have to build the University conditions, but also in the national Ministry of education nor any of the University Archives even if the students graduated, the diploma is not recognized by the state.

Chinese university campus is like a small society. There are fifty-six national Chinese, plus foreign students, life will have a lot of fun in this school. Students China rich personnel in addition to their own professional learning courses also can take courses in other disciplines. Elective just learn professional knowledge more basic than self-study. The students learn a lot simpler. There are many societies, for example: China university debate group – mainly in the school debate and debate once a year; photography Photography – students can go to the field to shoot beautiful scenery or other community events throughout the game is Chinese university club all kinds of shooting. But, all the students according to their own hobbies founded.

In addition to all kinds of community life, China university there are many colorful life teams: basketball team, football team. There are a lot of places: volleyball, gym, swimming pool. The school because the station area is large, so the school has 4–6 canteen, dormitory 5-8. Chinese University Students in addition to other students outside the city are not allowed to live outside the school, so many Chinese University dormitory, the number of individual schools will be more.

The examination system of Chinese universities is quite strict. There are two exams every year, around January mid-term exam, around July for the final exam, the final exam is particularly important. Examination time for half a month, during which students study courses, including both professional and elective examinations. If the exam is not up to the pass line school needs second times if the make-up, make-up results are still not up to the pass line school no make-up examination, the subjects will be in the student file archive is failing.

Although China university exams are strict, but it is very easy to work. China university mainly by students, teacher of normal lectures according to the textbook, but not class homework, so students can only own class review. But this is the love of learning for students, the students do not love learning can only hear the teacher say things can’t learn other knowledge outside the textbooks.

I think it is still very easy to test the Russian University compared to the Chinese University of the Russian scoring system is more casual.

Although China university exams are strict, but it is very easy to work. China university mainly by students, teacher of normal lectures
according to the textbook, but not class homework, so students can only own class review. But this is the love of learning for students, the students do not love learning can only hear the teacher say things can’t learn other knowledge outside the textbooks.

The Russian University Campus basically is very small, feeling to Russia at the beginning of Russian University like large remedial classes, the outdoor playground. Basically no Russian college work very much every day from morning to night.

The most famous Russian literature, such as Pushkin, Gorky, etc. Although not very understanding of Russian universities, but I think a country’s literature can also reflect a country’s physical fitness.

Pushkin, a romantic poet of freedom and progress in Russia. Under the pen «to the sea», «if life deceive you» is immortal masterpiece. When I was in primary school, Chinese textbook excerpts from Pushkin’s «if life deceive you», then read only a poem. Growing up gradually, the poem has a new, deeper understanding.
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Аннотация: данная статья о важности применения информационных технологий в обучении студентов современного университета. Основные задачи информационных технологий – разработка методов образовательного процесса для лучшего усвоения